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By BarCharts Inc

Barcharts, United States, 2013. Sheet map, folded. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Most up-to-date, inexpensive, durable and beautiful maps of the World and the United States
available anywhere. This handy notebook sized laminated map folds out to 11 by 17 inches with
the World on one side and the U.S. on the other, plus an additional page of World U.S. statistics and
trivia for each map. A scaled down replica and companion to our 50 by 32 inch wall poster map
with as much info as could be retained on this smaller size. Perfect for students of all ages and
anyone interested in expanding their knowledge of the United States and the World. *Classroom
bonus - the large wall map can be used for the whole class while students reference their individual
maps at their desks (lamination makes for durable classroom sets). Guide Includes: United States
mapSatellite imaged topography of the U.S.States state capitalsCities labeled by human
populationNational parks preservesMan-made waterways, swamps marshlandsTime zone
boundariesWorld mapNational capitals large citiesSatellite imaged topography of the
WorldDistance scaleExtremely detailed boundaries and coastlines.
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ReviewsReviews

This book is really gripping and intriguing. it was writtern very perfectly and beneficial. I am easily will get a enjoyment of looking at a created ebook.
-- Jaeden Stiedemann Sr.-- Jaeden Stiedemann Sr.

An extremely amazing ebook with lucid and perfect explanations. I was able to comprehended every little thing out of this written e ebook. Its been
written in an extremely basic way which is simply right after i finished reading through this book in which in fact altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Jose Ruecker-- Jose Ruecker
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